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FOREWORD
•	 From 1 May 1965 - 30 June 1970, NASA Research Grant NGR 0`j -020-077,
on Theoretical !,nd Experimental Studies of the Nature acid Characteristics
•	 of Space-Relatec' Plasma Resonance Phenomena, was effective at Stanford
Nith Prof. F. W. Crawford as Principal Investigator. A second program
with the same Principal Investigator, NASA Research Grant NGR 0` -0'_'0-1 (c
was initiated on 1 December 1 f^, and supported an investigation of
Space-related Miistler Propagation Phenomena in Laboratory Plasmas until
30 June 1970. It was step-funded from 1 July 1 969 onward s, and the
grant %kas renumbered NGL 0 11 1 -0?0-1'j• . Since 1 July 1970, the two programs
have been combined under this research grant, initially with the
NGK 0>-020-Oj'; title, but now more accurately as Theoretical and Experimental
Stv-l ies of Space-Related Plasma Wave Propagation and Resonance Phenomena.
During Vie 10.2 years since its inception, NASA support of	 has
been received for the total program. The present report is intended to
provide a key to the resulting reports, conference papers, and pLblicationf.,
•	 ind to illustrate what car. be accomplished with sustained support at the
$100K/yr level by a small university research program. The report also
represents the seventeenta semiannual report prepared under NASA Research
Grant NGL 0 -^^0-1'(, and covers the research carried out during the
period 1 January - 30 June 19"(,;.
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1, I ti 1'RODUCTI ON
Early in 1# 4, Dr. J. O. Thomas ( NASA, Ames) visited the Experimental
Plasma Physics Group at Stanford to discuss some puzzling cyclotron
harmonic resonance phenomena that had been observed wit' , the topside
sounder satellite "Alouette". %it'Ain a few da ys, a simple laboratory
experiment had been set up by tLc Principal Investigator and his colleagues,
and shown intriguing; cyclotron I , jrmonic effects. Effort was diverted to
the project, and support was soon sought from the NASA to sustain the
program while a variety of significant developments were pursued (see
Section II A). This work, carried out under NASA Research Grant
NGR 05 -0c0 -x'.77, serves to provide a clew demonstration of how labora-
tory and space plasma projects can interact "ith great mutual benefit;
the relatively simple and inexpensive laboratory experiments were able
to reproduce the phenomena observed with "Alouette", and to show that a
mode of warm plasma cave propagation (actually predicted several years
earlier, but not previously verified) was responsible. 'this mode was
further shown to be involved in a variety of unexplained laboratory
plasma noise emissions, a nd later analvzed as a powerful microinstability
in nonMaxwellian plasmas.
In lo , rrof. R. A. Helliwell (Radioscience, Stanford) drew our
attention to a variety of unresolved problems associated with whistler
excitation and propagation in the magnetos..' , -, about which he had ,just
written a book. This contact stimulate: 	 undertake an experimental
stud y of whistler pro•,agation in the labor., ^, and to analyze the
small-signal stability of whistlers in nonMaxwellian plasmas. Ag ain,
support was sought, and received under NASA Research Grant NGL 0` -G2U-1,u,
and it has since been possiLle to shed considerable light on several of
the problems stemming from observation of the magnetosphere (see
Section II B).
Some laboratory observations of electron cyclotron echoes, made in
1966 with AEC support, led us to speculate on whether similar phenomena
might occur in the ionos phere. Discussions with Prof. O. G. Vil.lard, Jr.
(Radioscience, Stanford) resulted in the initiation of a program aimed
at the elucidation of the origins of long delayed radio echoea from the
1
ikn:onphere. The mechanism that we have postulated, and on which we are
currently working (see Section 11 C), involves the beam-plasma interaction
commonly observed in laboratory plasmas.
I	 The foregoing examplet- have been presented to emphasize the benefits
r	 '
to be derived from combining space and laboratory plasma activiti.
Judiciously chosen projects can lead to the strengthening of theory, by
verification of detailed predictions, to the development of new diagnostic
techniques, and to the stimulation of ideas for new experiments. Our
present program reflects particularly the last aim: in the 1980's, the NASA
Space Shuttle System is expected to carry regularly a "S pacelab" designed
to perform plasma experinents; in the planning of the Spacclab facility
by the NASA AtmospheriL, Atagnetospheric, and Plasmas-in-Space (:U11PS),
Science Working Group (of which the writer is a member, and chairman of
the Wave Phenomena Section), studies of experiment feasibility and
limitations . re required [ 132 ) 138,141,142] . A large part of our program
is given to such Studies in areas where we and others are likely to
propose experiments for early missions.
•	 In Section 1I, we shall summarize the results of the programs 	 !
carried out under NASA Research Grants NGR 0^-020-077 (1 May 196) -
3C June ± ") and NGL 0>-020-176 (1 j - 'ecember 1966 - 30 June 197')).
Our aims are two-fold: first, to providt a key to the reports,
conference papers,and publications resulting from the work (see Section IV
and second, to illustrate %that can be achieved by the sustained funding
of small university research programs. It is important to emphasize
that this summary is not intended to be a comprehensive review of
relevant developments in laboratory and space plasma physics ove the
last ten years or so. That would he far too great a task to accomplish
in a brief report. It is simply a record of work carried out at Stanford
under two particular grants, and a commentary on it. The absence of
•	 references to similar research pursued elsewhere is not intended to imply
anything concernin,-4 originality, priority, or quality of the work carried
out under the grants; that is for others to ,judge. We are simply con-
cerned with discussing liow the program has developed, and what it has
been possible to undertake for an expenditure of $100K/yr.
In Section IV P we discuss the retuw • n on the investment made by the
NASA in terms of personnel supported and degrees obtained. We hope that
the discussion there will illustrate as well as the bibliography of results
given in Section IV Y how quite mcxiest support of small university pragrams
may pay substantial dividends to the Agency in the prosecution of its
mission.
^,
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aI 1 . RESF ARCH PRCX;R.1 I
•	 :1. Cyc lot roc. Ffarmo nic naves [ 1, 3-5,,8-1,,i' 17	 28, 31--)
At the time when this project began, algebraic and integral
expressions wer.-! available for the dispersion characteristics of warm
magnetor'asma longitudinal waves for arbitrary propagation angle with
respect to the static magnetic field. Detailed numerical studies had
not been carried out, however, to make clear their implications. :1
st,irt was made on this a year or so before i.iception of the grant, but
it was evident that a -comprehensive study would represent considerable
effort. The task was undertaken by J. A. Tataronis as a Ph.D. thesis
topic [? ], while experimental verification of some of the theoretical
predictions was undertaken by T. I). Mantet [^1]. Particular emphasis
was put on propagation perpendiA lar to the static magnetic field of
cyclotron harmonic waves, since these are not subject to collisionless
damping.
Although some effort was devoted by I)iament to simplifying the
derivation of the dispersion relations, by working in inverse velocity-
space [i2,1`T,lii 	 and to presenting them in different forms [1-1], most
of the effort had to be expended on sophisticated computation, particu-
larly for oblique propagation. Hirst, cyclotron damping and collisional
damping were studied for general propagation angles [1]; in a parallel
series of studies, nonblaxwellian velocity distributions were treated.
This work is presented in detail in [J1,32]. it was supplemented by
some calculations of electron beam stimulation of CIIW by Seidl [33].
Next, pulsed perpendicular propagation was studied, and for this
purpose CHW group velocities were computed. This was necessary to
simulate the "Alouette" resonance experiment, in which an antenna is
pulsed. It was possible to use a second antenna to measure the group
delay for transmission of a .%ave-packet; to establish that ringing
occurred at the cyclotron harmonics10,13,1 ),], and to compute the
value of the temporal decrement [26].
In bounded geometry, CHW standing waves and resonant behavior should
occur. Computations were made of the RF admittance of such a magneto-
plasma capacitor; first, by a highly simplified approach [3,4] which
i
.j
predicted shar,rer resonances than were observed, and later by a micro-
scopic approach witch included collisionless damping [^•'i]. Influenced by
our studies of resonance probes under another grant, CHW resonance
rectification effec + - were sought and successfully observed [1923]. He
believe that useful diagnostic techniques can be founded on such impedance
measurements, and have recently begun to study the topic again with a
view to refining techniques to be used on Spacelab.
Turing the development of th^ project, several invited reviews v°
('111s phenomena [ y,20,2 
	
.,nd of other plasma wave and resonance pheno-
mena were presented [ 2d p . ' 4 1- These expressed the view that at the ent:
of the 10 0's the dispersion characteristics of most small-signal plasma
modes had hcen verified, either in the laboratory or the ionosphere, and
that the time was ripe for greatly intensified effort on the nonlinear
phenomena predicted by the same basis • equations. (hir own work on Colt
was considered as completed, and our interests progressed to the topics
described later in this Section.
i	
B. Whistlers [ 390 E+1,42,4 l ► ,4	 5	 ,87-89,91,)8,100,118, 11 " , 122, 1J0, 1331
Ten years ago, very little attention had been giver to whistler
instability in non111axwellian plasmas. This may have been partly because
longitudinal wave microinstabilities are usually very much stronger, and
therefore more evident in the laboratory. There are, however, many
situations in which the transverse wave whistler instability should
dominate, and there was abundant evidence available from the magnetosphere
that whistlers could be amplified, generated from nolse,or triggered by
signals injected from the ground.
Our first whistler instability computations considered various
distributions of nonthermal electrons interacting with a cold plasma
background [ 39,42, ,i. 4,4q, 1,' u,^y]. This work is best summarized in [ J8]
and the Ph . D. thesis by Vae X541. It considered only whistler propagation
perpendicular to the earth ' s magnetic field, but was generalized later to
oblique propagation by Brinca [(^4], whose work included refinements to
the hot plasma convective-absolute instability criterion of Derfler [100]
and some useful approximations to the Fried and Conte plasma dispersion
function [ 10 - '] .
5
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%bile the instability calculations were proceeding, our experiment
i	 Na% set up to measure whistler dispersion characteristics, hopefully
1	 in the regime where the damping is collisionless rather than collisional.
•	 In the event, very good meaburements were made in the collisional regime
but it was found that the experimental discharge was plagued
with low-frequency instabilities when attempts were made to enter the
collisionless regime. These observations led to a study o f loN frequency
magnetoplasma instabilities which is reviewed in Section II E.
It had been hoped to study effects of plasma inhomogeneity and
boundaries experimentally, with the aim of understanding Hhistler ducting
better. Pressure of other projects reduced the effort to two theoretical
studies; first,a general integral equation approach to inhomogeneow,
plasma problt is [ 41], and second, an elucivation of a wellkaown rather
paradoxical result associated with whistler propagation in bounded
geometry [ ]. It -,+as clear that the phenomenon of triggeret: whistler
emissions obser-nZd in the magnetosphere would not yield to ^ linear
theory, so nonlinear wave-wave interaction among %­Ustlers was first
examined as a possible mechanism (48]. The attempt proved unsuccessful,
so study of nonlinear wave-particle interaction was taken up by hysthe
[66], and pursued intensively by Brinca [^i't,titS,ll^], as part of his
Ph.D. thesis work [ 96]. C -,^ ntributions were made to understanding, of the
onset phase of the emissions. Ilrinca also extended his work on nonlinear
whistler phenomena to the modulational instability [89,91].
.Although our early wave-v-ave interaction studies of whistlers did
not shed any light on triggered emissions, the results are relevant to
the problem of VLF excitation: nonlinear interactions may be of value
in communications [6j]. We have recently extended our original analysis
to include positive ion effects, and estimated tha energy which could
be transferred to Alfven waves by nonlinear whistler interaction
This may also be related to Pc 1 emissions.
Two alternative techniques of exciting VLF or UtY waves in the
ionosphere have been examined as part of our ru rrent program: the first
treats VI.F excitation by helical electron and ion beams fired into the
6
1j
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p1nA^,,a from guns mounted on a :satellite (IJ0,1j;) 0 and the second estimates
the fields that can be pr(Kluced by conventional electric and magnetic
dipoles (122].
C. Long belayed Echoes [^ ', ,L?t3,131]
In l a , some intriguing results en electron cyclotron echoes
were published b. • Hill and Kaplan. These stimulated a program at Stanford
, •upported by the NSF, and a search for corresponding phenomena in tl.e
ionosphere. Although it did not prove feisible to excite such echoes with
.,round -based transmitters, our ionospheric sounding program developed
into n search for another effect: long delayed echoes. This phenomenon,
reported nearly forty years earlier and sporaoically thereafter, causes
returns from the ionosphere with signal delays of up to a minute, rather
than the few ms expected. The sounding program continued front 1,*,'7 to
-)73, supported partly by this NASA program, and partly by th.e NSF. Our
early observations ['(U] led us to the view that the delay was due to low
group velocity (— 1 km/s' propagation under conditions in which collisional
damping is offset by the amplifying effect of beam-pl.tsma interaction.
The "beam" is taken to be supplied by high energy (— keV) electrons
precipitating into the ionosphere along the earth's magnetic field line.
•	 The results of our program are summarized in a recent hh.D. thesis
by Sears [1^1]. So far, only conference presentations have been made(27^, i
but a major review of the area has been invited for the Proc. IEEE.	 I'
Work on the manuscript will be completed within the next few months. The
feasibility of studying the phenomenon with Spacelab will then be assessed.
This is an attractive possibility, since experimentation on the topside
ionos phere would free us from significant impediments to ground-based
studies: on the topside there is less radio noise to con'.:^nt with, and
frequency usage is not constrained by FCC allo ation.
Elucidation of the long delayed echo mechanism involves detailed
study of beam-plasma interaction. 'I'his phenomenon has been part of the
program, and our studies under other support, for many years: we have
already mentioned beam excitation of CIIW ( 331, and whistlers [ 42, 44, 130,
1 -^;); other basic studies [ 4+ ], extending to explosive nonlinear three-
wave interaction in beam-plasma systems [67,'t9], have also been carried
Our present interests are primarily associated with determining growth
rates and group delays in the interaction region for long delayed echo
wave-packets.
I). NONLIN&%R WAVE PROPAC ITION [ 48,`>2,' ) j,(,0-• j,60 -6% 71, 72,'f7-79,
', '(-92 , 9'T-99, 0 - 0(), 09-113, ll8-119,121,12 3,12' ,129,
13.+-137,13'x]
Out, studies of nonlinear interaction began with three-wave
parametric interaction of whtutlers [48]; the unalysis was later extended
to include ion mo%ions and the excitation of ,11fvtn waves [ 118], anci
modulational instabilities were treated [89,01]. Other combinations: of
transverse waves (ordinary, extraordinary, right- and left-hand polarized)
were studied, first by iterative methods [^^, ^], and later by Lagrangian
techniques [i,]. Possible application to VLF communication %as considered
(t-)3]. The scope was then broadened to include parametric interactions
bet%ven transverse and longitudinal (l.angmuir and ion acoustic) waves
1 1 ,t 1,^ 8,'(1,72], and among longitudinal eaves in active berm-')lasma
Systems [ '7, 79]
Interest in triggered emissions led to nonlinear wave-particle
interaction studies in which sideband growth d , te to propagation of a
large amplitude whistler was analyzed (66,67,86,119 1. To obtain further
insight into the processes, the corresponding large-amplitude longitudinal
wave propagation problem was also studied, first analytically [78,88,111],
and then by an economical low-noise computer simul-tion technique
121,129,133,13^,1371. The last project has been written up in the Ph.D.
ther'S by Matsuda [121]. Much of the analytical work is reviewed in that
by Brinca [ 9th] .
The algebraic complexity of the nonlinear interactions referred to
is very great. we have given considers-ble attention to the development
of Lagrangian formalisms providing a more compact and Informative
treatment [62,92,97,101-105,123,12+]. This work is described in detail
in the Ph. D, theses by Kim [ 92], Galloway ( 971, and Peng [ _'2 3]. It has
also been applied to linear resonances in warm inhomogeneous plasmas
(Ton ts -Dattner resonances) [ 120], and to nonlinear interaction on the
positive column [99].
8
The topics described so far have been theoretical, though applied
to outstanding experimental problems. We have carried out both analysis
and experiment on the nonlinear scattering from positive columns [ -4, '',
]; on an associated linear problem (80], and on parametric interaction
of waves propagating axially in such columns [99,13;].
Much of the current interest in nonlinear wave interaction on the
part of space plasma physicists has been stimulated by ionospheric
heating experiments carried out in the last few years with ground-based
transmitters located near Boulder, Colorado, and at Arecibo, Puerto Rico.
our work in this area [100,110,113,12 1>,13u] will be dealt with in
Section II F.
h . LOW-FREQUENCY I Ns'r:11tI L I'r I ES [ 'Tk, 80-82,95, 9(,,108,110 " 117]
A plasma column confined by a static axial magnetic
field is subject to a variety of low-frequency instabilities driven by
charged particle drifts and instabilities, or the ionization processes
involving the neutral backgro ,:nd gas. he found it necessary to devote
considerable effort; to these instabilities for the highly practical
reason that they i.,ipedetl p~ogress on our laboratory whistler dispersion
measurements described in section II B. They also have their counter-
i: qr*_s in the ionosphere; for example, pheiomena such as spread-F may be
closely related to them.
Our first studies concerned fun acoustic instability driven by a
difference between the plasma electron and ion temperatures [ 74,82].
i
Next, detailed experimental and theoretical studies of helical modes [80]
and axisymmetric ionization waves [81] were carried out on positi%,^
columns, and flute instabilities were investigated in a hollow cathode
arc discharge [95, 117] . These projects raised subsidiary questions,
which were successfully resolved,on the positive column balance when the
4	
isaL'nermal assumption is relaxed [108], and on how to determine the
convective-absolute nature of instabilities in bounded geometry [ 73,83].
Much of the work on these projects is described in the Ph.D. theses by
Rognlien [ :)0) and I lie [ 1 1 ,D] .
r
F. IONOSPHERIC HEATING AND BACKSCATTF.R [109, 110,113,125.1,46j
Radar backscatter from the ionosphere is now a well-established
diagnostic technique. It. may be described in terms of nonlinear ti•ree-
wave parametric interaction involving the up-going and down-scattered
transverse waves, and up- or down-going longitudinal plasma waves in the
ionosphere [110,113]. Over the last few years, ionospheric heating
experiments have been carried out Aith ground-based, '.gh-power t:an5-
mitters [ 12' ] . The power fluxes arc- great enough to produce strong
nonlinear affects which can be studied by backscatter techniques. Some
of our effort has been given to explaining features of the backscatter
spectra r log, 13t,]. More recently, we have begun to study the feasibility
of carrying a sufficiently powerful transmitter on Spacelab to produce
4
ionospheric heating at
studying tee resulting
radar system also cc-rr
heating and diagnostic
based experiments, but
are feasible. We hope
distances of a few km from the vehicle, and of
nonlinear phenomena by means of a backscatter
Led on Spacelab. The requirements on both the
systems are much less stringent than for ground-
it is still not clear whether the experiments
to contribute t- elucidation of this question.
G. Pi;I.SE PROPAGATION [14o]
:Although the propagation of continuous waves through essentially
homogeneous plasmas has been studied for over forty years, it is only in
the last decade or so that transient propagation has received much
attention. We have conducted the pulsed CHW' studies in the laboratory
describe(; in Section II A. and it is likely that similar experiments ^L,111
be pe rformed with S,iacelab as a diagnostic technique for plasma parameters.
We are interested, however, in the more general problem of impulse
propagation. In particular, cold plasma propagation in transverse modes
kordinary, extraordinary, right- and left-hand polarized) could be
excited by effectively colta-function pulses (— 10 ns), and should
exhibit the features predicted by Brillouin and Sommerfeld around W'WI, i.e.
forerunners and wave-packet propagation. Warm plasma propagation in the
Langmuir and ion acoustic Ti,-)des should exhibit similar effects. 'These
classical propagation features have never been fully demonstrated in the
laboratory, because of instrumental difficulties involved in performing
adequate experimen+•.
10
-	 r
So far, we have analyzed propagation of circularly polarized trans-
ver6e waves parallel to the static magnetic field [140]. We are currently
extending the analysis to perpendicular propagation, and to the general
case of oblique propagation. Attention will then be given to the excitation
II	 of longitudinal wave-packets propagating parallel or perpendicular to the
magnetic field. IL is hoped LhaL refiurtl experlluellta Cali by perfonuCii
with Spacelah; first, to verify the basic plasma theory, and second, to
provide new diagnostic techniques for ionospheric plasma parameters.
Such techniques have the advantage that large volumes of plasma are
sampled, effectively independent of the local plasma perturbations caused
by the antennas.
11
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III. RETURN ON THE INVESTMENT
The external funding of university research programs may be --on-
tiered to have three objects. The first is to ensure the pursuit of
research directions of interest to the contracting agency, in this case
the NASA. The second is to provide support for senior personnel, e.g.
faculty and research associates, engaged in research and the training of
graduate students. The third is to enable such graduate students to
follow their research studies through to the M.S. or ili.U. levels. It
.	 may be expected that, if these objects are achieved, they will react
beneficially on the activities of the contracting agency, and on scienti-
fic research and development in general. Sections II and IV indicate the
scientific payoff to the NASA P and we shall not make further comm?nts on
this aspect; it is for the agency to evaluate in terrors of its own
criterion. In this section, we shall consider the support of research 	 i
staff, and graduate research assistants working towards M.S. and Ph.D.
degrc 2s.
Table I indicates that 2"l research assistants h:+ve received partial
support from the program. Of these, 1S have obtained the Ph.D. degree
while working in it. Some of the others have changed to ot],ez fields,
•	 and have either obtained the Ph.D. degree alreadypor are likely to do so.
The remainder left Stanford at the M.S. stage, or are still in the program	
i
(Rosenthal, Savarino, Vidmar).
Postdoctoral research associates have always played a major role in
the program. Their experience helps to keep the research moving rapidly,
and they materially aid graduate students to develop research skills.
Of the 1 . listed, four. (Brinca, Bruce, Ilic, him) obtained their Ph.D.
degrees in the program. Eleven of the others came to Stanford from
elsewhere, and contributed to the program part-time for periods of one
I
to four years. Ur. Harker has contributed to the program since its
inception, as has Adjunct Prof. S. A. Self.
12
TA13LE: 1 - STAFF SUPPORTED BY NASA RESEARCH GRANTS
NGR ()' , -02 G -0 '17 (1 Alay 196') - 30 June 1970 AND
NGI. 0--020-176 (1ti December 1966 - 30 June 1971
Professorial Staff
F. W. Crawford (Professor, EE) - Principal Investigator
S. A. Self (Adjunct Professor, IPR;
Nesearch Staff*
A. L. Brinca K. J.	 llarker
N. L. Bruce II. J.	 Ilopman
11. Derf ler I1. I kCgami
I'. Diament D. I3.	 I1ic
K. B. Dysthe H. Kim
T. J. Fessonden Y-Y.	 Kilo
J. It. Forrest N. Seidl
It. S. Harp G. M. Wheeler
Graduate Research Assist•intst
Electrical Engineering
L. P. Anderson Y. Matsuda (Ph.D.)
A. L. Brinca (Ph.D.) 1). M.	 A1i 115
It. L. Bruce (Ph. D.) T. D.	 Rognlien (Ph. U.
D. B. Ilit-	 (Ph.D.) T. L. Savarino
It. Kim	 (Ph. D.) D. Al.	 Sears	 (Ph.D.)
J. C o Lec	 (Ph.D.) M. M. Shoucri
S. Ludvik J. A.	 Tataronis (Ph.D.)
T. D. Alantei	 (Ph.D.) if. H.	 Weiss
Applied Physics
J. A. F.dighoffer S. L. Ruilici
D. L. Fitelbach S. E.	 Rosenthal
J. J. Galloway (Ph.D.) D. L.	 St.	 John
J. 11. Larsen (Ph.D.) J. G.	 Small
R. R. ;flyers It. J.	 Vidmar
Y-K. Al. Peng (Ph.D.)
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} All Postdoctoral
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IV. REPORTS, CONFERENCE PAPERS AND PUBLICATIONS RESULTING FROM
NASA RESEARCH GRANTS NGR 0'-0P0-077 (1 May 19(,', - 30 June 1970),
and NGL (Y)-020 -170 (1) December 1966 - 3C June 197"1)
A. NGR 0' -OPO-O
Con tract Yea r I 1 May 190 ' -	 1966)
1. Tataronis, J. A., and Crawford, 1'. W., "Cyclotron and Collision
Damping; of' Propagating Waves in a Magnetoplasma"
*Pro(-. '7th International Conference on Phenomena in Ionized Gases,
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, .Xugust 196-) (G.adevinska Kn,jiga Publishing;
House, Belgrade 1	 ^, 2j 244-247.
`'th Annual fleeting; of Plasma Physics Division of American
Physical Society, San Francisco, November 19C
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., 11, ,,78 (June 1 ,,* ) [ Abstract only] .
IPR P7
	
s  1 0 ).
Crawford, F. W., 'European Travel Report"
I PIt	 (October 1'X = ) .
;. Crawford, F. tit., Harp, R. S., and Mantei, T. D., "HE Admittance of a
Probe in it Warm Magnetoplasma"
* th Symposium on Engineering Aspects of MIID, Princeton, N. J.,
March 1 + - .
Cra^kford, F. W., Mantei, 'I'. D., and Tataronis, J. A. I I The Plasma
Capacitor in a Magnetic Fie1.1"
IPR - 4 (April 1966)
Int. J. Elect. 21, 341 -3'. 1 (October 1966).
Crawford, F. W., Harp, R. S., and Mantei, T. D., 'Pulsed Transmission
and Ringing; Phenomena in a Warm Magnetoplasma"
*-American Physical Society Meeting, Mexico City, August 1966.
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., 11, '(1"( (July 1<Y , ) [ Abstract only] .
*IEEE International Antennas and Propagation Symposium, Palo
Alto, California, December 1966.
Phys. Rev. Letters ?^ 626-628 (September 1966). 	 }^
Semi:u,nuul Reports:
"	 E . No. 1 (1 May - 31 October, 196`:;)
I PR 39 (Nod+-mher 1.9r,5).
7. No. 2 (1 Now-mbe,r 1^ j^5 - 30 April 1966)
I PR 'T,^ ; vay 19 ^6 .
IPR	 Stanford	 Institute for Plasma Revnarch Report.
C oniererc4 I*re:n^+j:_;^f lop.
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Cont ract Yell I ,
 
1 1 i 1 May I,#, - .i0 April 1	 ) :
Crawford, F. W,, Harp, It. S., and Mantei, 1'. D., On the Interpretation
Of Ionospheric Resonances Stimulated by Alouette I"
1 PR 'r" ( May l(^t)t )
^I	 J. Geophys, Res. (^, j7
-6 6 (January 1 • l^.
Crawford, F. W. "Cyclotron Harmonic Waves in Plasmas"
k American Physical Society Meeting, Minnuapolis, Minnesota,
June 1(X)o ( Invited paper)
Bu 11. Am. Phys. Soc., 11, 47^ (June 1)66) [ Title only] .
10. Crawford, F. W. "Pulsed Cyclotron Harmonic Wave Transmission"
^Gordon Research conference on Plasma Physics, Crystal Mountain,
Washington, August 1
Diament, P. 'Summation of Series for Cyclotron Harmonic Nave
Dispersion"
IPR 111 ,5 (October 19M))
Phys. 1''luids, 10, 470-472 (February 1967).
Diament, P., "Magnetoplasma Wave Properties"
I Pit 119 ( November 1	 ) .
Crawford, F. W., Harp, R. S., and rlantei, '1'. 1)., "Studies of Cyclotron
larmonic Wive-packet Transmission"
th Annual fleeting of Plasma Physics Division of American
Physical Society, Boston, November 1y6(,
Bull. :1m. Phys. Soc. I"_, 784 (May 1'-")7) F Abstract only] .
1'i. Crawford, F. «., Harp,	 S., and Mantei, T. D., "A Group Delay
1'eclmique for Ionospheric Diagnostics"
'Fall URSI Meeting, Palo Alto, c'alifornia, December 1966.
Semiannual Reports:
1	 No. 3 (1 May - 31 October, 196.0	 i
IPR 111 (November 1966).
No. 4 (1 November 1966 - 30 April 1967)
I PR It, ( ( June 1967) .
i
Contract Year III ^1 May 1X ,7 - .Y_ .Lune V K,e) :
Diament, P., "A Convenient Model of Collisions in a Plasma"
I Pit 1 1 1'2 ( June l jt, O .
^M	
Uiamcnt, P., "Inverse Velocity Space Spectra and Kinetic Equations"
I Pik	 ' j ( June
Am. J. Phys. j' , 9a)-91,, (October 196'().
Crawford, F. W., H:u p, It. S., and hfantei. T. D., "Resonance
Rectification Effects in Warm blagiletoplasmas"
IPR 1-(-( (.July 1')6'O
J. Appl. Phys. 38, n"l'-' n82 (December 1^,'O•
Crawford, F. W., to Cyclotron Harmonic Wave Phenomena in Plasmas"
+-Prot. VIIIth International Conference o:, Phenomena in
Ionized Gases, Vienna, Austria, August 1 ► [ Invited paper] .
Publis'.ied in " A Survey of Phenomena in Ionized Gases" (IAEA,
Vienna 19(Ai), 10)-12 (.
IPIt 189 (Jvly 1•)O'O.
21. hlantei, '1. D., "Cyclotron Harmonic Wave Phenomena"
IPIt 1 ': (•\tt{;ust 1 0,; O [ Ph.b. 1•hebis] .
22. Crawford, E'. W. "Laboratory Observations of Microscopic Plasma Nave
Phenomena"
'Conference on Plasma Waves,, Culham, England, September 1967
[ Invited paper] .
Crawford, F. W., Harp, R. S., and Nantei, 1'. D., "Observation of
Resonance Rectification Effects in a Magnetoplasma"
IPR 200 ( September 1 1.	 )
Phys. Letters ^ - —28 (October 196'().
24. Harker, K. J., Fi tc-lbach, D. L., and Crawford, F. W., "Impedance of
a Coaxial blagnetoplasma"
*American Physical Society Meeting, Pasadena, California,
December 1'p, (
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 12 1137 ( December 1967) [ Abstract only]
IPR ?28 (March 19(-.t').
Tataronis, J. A., "Cyclotron Harmonic Wave Propagation and
Instabilities"
IPIt 2U,. (December 1967) [ Ph. 1). Thesis] .
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I itaronis, J. A. and Crawford, F. W., "Alouette Plasma Resonance
Phenomena"
'Springy; CIiSI Meeting, Washington, D.C., April 1(X.8
*Prot. NATO Advanced Study Institute on Plasma Waves in Space
and in the Laboratory, Itbros, Norway, April 1_	 Published
•	 in, Plasma Waves in Spice and in the Laboratory. I.d. J. O.
Thomas and 11. J. Landmark Ediuhurgh Univ. Press, Edinburgh 1970,
Vol. 2 t 91-10y
Im ?34 (March 1y(,8).
C'rawfor(i, F. W"., "A Neu Look at Very Long; Delayed R.,dio Echoes"
*Springy; UISI Meeting, Joint Session with XU, Vashington, D.C.,
April 1y9)6
I Pit	 Apri 1 I 1 .
Crauford, 1'. W., "Laboratory Plasma Wave Experiments"
*Prot. NATO :Advanced Study Institute on Plasma Waves in Space
and in the Laboratory, Rdros, Norway, April 1 ► 	 [ Invited paper].
Published in, Plasma W'. ► ves in Space and in the Laboratory
Ed. .1. O. Thomas and B. J. Landmark Edinburgh Univ. Press,
Edinburgh 1 : ) Vol. 1, 1. ' -1 , .
Semiannual Reports:
	No.	 ; 1 May -	 `ovembcr 1967)
I PR ;?1L' (Ijeccmber I,# ) .
	
30. No.	 fl December 19()7 - 30 June 1968)
In ' 2 ( July 1968) .
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Contract %ear IV (1 July 1	 JG June
31. 'I'ataronis, J. :1., and Crawford, F. W. 	 Electrostatic Waves in Aarm
Magnetoplasma: I. Perpendicular Propagation"
I	 IPit 32`) (June 1 ) A
J. Plasma Phys. 14 ?31-248 (clay 1970.
Tataronis, J. :1. 1 and Crawford, F. W., 11 Electrostatic Waves in "arm
Magnetoplasma: II. Oblique Propagation"
I PR .32(, ( June 1. ft :'j)
J. Plasma Phys. ^ 249-264 (may 19 (0).
Seidl, M., "High-Frequency Beam/Plasma Interactions at Finite
1'empera to res
1138 All , ' ( June lyt)y)
?hys. Fluids , ()O -9^9 (April 19"(0).
Crawford, F. W. 'Laboratory Plasma Itesonances"
*Proc. XVIth URSI General Assembly, Ottawa, Cdnada, August 11'y
[Invited paper]. Published in, "Progress in Radio Science
L • - -1'# ", Ed. G. M. Brown, N. D. Clarence and M. J. Rycroft
(URSI, Brussels, 1')'0), Vol. 1, m)	 -118
IPR J28 (June 1 • 'j) .
4	 Semiannual Reports:
3` . No.	 (1 July - -1 December 1968)
•	 IPR 7, 1(April
No. 11 (1 January - .j0 June lyF j)
IPR 332 (July 191.1).
Contract. Year V (1 .July 1'*	 June ; )':'0
Semiannual Reports:
No. 1 (1 July - 31 December 1969)
IPR _	 (February 19(0).
No. 10 (1 January - 30 .June 1970) [Final Report]
IPR j99 (October 1 );0).
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B. NGL 0` 0;?0-1 ,
Contract Year I (i December 19	 - J1 May	 • ')
' I	 Tataronis, J. A., and Crawford, F. W. 	 Some Studies of hhistler
Mode Amplification"
'Pi-()c. V111 th Internatioral Conference on Phenomena in Ionized
Gases, Vienna, .lustri u, August 1^: '. (Springer Verlag, Vienna,
1 ` '),
 p • *3()
I PR 111 (April
Semiannual Reports:
No. 1 (1 December 1 Xd - 31 May 1A)'()
I PR 1^^) ( September	 () .
Contract Year 11 (1. June 1'I
	
- 30 June 1,x)8):
41. Diament, P., "Integral Equations for Inhomogeneous Magnetoplasma
Waves"
I PR 1 ' + (June 1 • ^) .
l+^. Crawfcur.., F. p ., Lee, J. C., and Tataronis, J. A., "Some Studies
o!' Transverse PLasma Wa.e Instabilities"
*Second European Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma
Physics, Stockholm, Sweden, August 1^:'(
Plasma Phys. 10 44j (April 1SKA) [Abstract only].
Crawford, F. p., of 	 Basic Studies of Beam/Plasma Interactions
at Stanford Univc.rsity"
*International Symposium on Beam/Plasma Interactions, Prague,
Czechoslovakia, September 146'(
Czech J. Phys. 1318, 681 ( April 1968) [ Abstract only] .
++. Crawford, F. N., Lee, J. C., and Tataronis, J. A.. "Some Studies
of Whistler Instability It
*Spring URSI Meeting, Washington, D.C., April. 1968.
*Proc. NATO Advanced Study Institute on Pla •-jma Waves in Space
and in the Laboratory, Uros, Norway, April 1968. Published
in, 'Plasma Waves in Space and in the Laboratory^^. Ed. J. O.
Thomas and 11. J. Landmark (Edinburgh Univ. Press, Edinburgh,
19"70), Vol. 1, 44`(-4r y.
NGR '-'i -(ro-176 : 1^ December 1960 - 30 June 1969.
NGL 7j-020-176: 1 July 1969 - present.
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26. Crawford, F. N., "Laboratory Plasma Wave Experiments"
"Prot. NA'rO Advanced Study Institute on Plasma Waves in Spare
and in the Laboratory, kdros, Norway, April 1 . ► r? [ Invited
Paper]. Published in "Plasma Naves in Space and in the
Laboratory". Ed. J. O. 'rhornas and it. J. Landmark (Edinburgh
Univ. Press, Edinburgh, 1)(0), Vol. 1, pp. 12';-1 , .
4	 Fessenden, T. J., I,ve, J. C., Anderson, P. L., and Crawford, F'. N,,
r	 11whistler Propagation Measurements"
6	 *American Physical Society Meeting, Los Alamos, New Mexico,
June 1 ,.)() E-
bull. Am. I'liys. Soc. 13 880 (June 1 1)(A) [ Abstract only] .
SMi annua 1 Itepvi't s :
40. Ne,.
	
11 June - 31 December 196'O
IPR 232 (February 1_ #)8).
47. No. 3 (1 January - j0 June 1(y)8)
IPI1	 1 (.July 1968).
Contract Year III (1 ,July 1908 - 30 June 1969) :
4r3. Harker, K. J. and Crawford, F. R'., It
	 Interaction between
Whistlers"
-Spring URSI Meeting, Washington, D.C., April 1909
1PR 2 !' (April 1969)
J. Geophys. Res. 'T1^, ^o2 ,)=;040 (October 1(69).
49. Lee, .1. C. and Crawford, h'. W. "Whistler Instabilities due to a
Loss-cone Distribution"
'Spring URSI Meeting, Washington, D.C., April 1909.
;G. Lee ) J. C., Fessenden, 'f. J., and Crawford, F. W., "Studies of
Whistler Dispersion Characteristics"
'-Prot. IXth International Conference on Phenomena in Ionized
Gases, Bucharest, Rumania, September 1,x,9 (Acad. Soc. Rep.
Rumania, Bucharest L;`)^, P.
IPR 2')8 (April 1909).
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r
1. hcV, J. C. and Crawford, f. A., of 	 Instability Characteristics
in Not Plasma"
« Prot• . IXth International Conference on Phenomena in Ionized
Gases, Bucharest, Rumania, September 1,#,.)
 
(Acad. Soc. Rep.
Rumania, Bucharest 1 # ), p. li
I PR P ^q (April  1,X)9) .
1	 Harker, K. J. and Crawford, F. N., "Nonlinear 'I'ransver:,e Wave
Interactions in a Cold Magnetoplasma: I. Parametric
Amplification Analysi;i"
*Prot. IXth International Conference on Phenomena In Ionized
Gases, Bucharest, Rumania, September 1 ,;#_,) (Acad. Soc. Rep.
Rumania, 13ucharost 1 p , J), P.
I PR _;U.l (April  1'-Y,q) .
Cranford, F. W. and Harker, K. J., "Nonlinear 'Transverse Wave
Interactions in a Cold Magnetoplasma: II. Synchronism and
Growth Characteristics"
"Prot. IXth International Conference on Phenomena in Ionized
Gases, Bucharest, Rumania, September 1'A,y (Acad. Soc. Rep.
Rumania, Bucharest 1	 ),P. jj2
]PH _ 04 (April  1969) .
Lee, 11. C., to 	 Propagation and Instability Characteristics"
I Pit j12 ( May 11^ V `4) [Ph.D.  'Thesis] .
►,ce, J. C., "Whistler Propagation in a Bounded Magnetoplasma"
I PR 318 (May 1',# ►9)
Int. J. Electr. 26, ;j'T X51 (.June 1969).
Semiannual Reports;
No.	 (1 July - ^l I)ecemher 1968•.
IPR 289 (March 1 1)f ')).
No.	 (1 January - j0 June 1969)
IPIt 3jG (July 1969).
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3Contract Year IV (1 July 19bg - 3C .June 1 )'10) :
Lee, J. C. and Crawford, F. W., "Stability Analysis of Whistler
Amplification"
• [.1GA Geaeral Scientific Assembly, Madrid, Spain, September
•	 IPR	 31 (.July 1+ 0)
J. Ceophys. Res. _,	 ->s (January
?. Crawford, F. 1%.,  Whistler Instabilities"
'+ :Autumn Meeting of Physical Society of .Japan, Nagoya,
October 1#j  (Invited Paper].
t;0. Harker, K. J. and Crawford, F. W., "Nonlinear Interactions between
Transverse and Longitudinal Plasma '.saves"
11th annual Sleeting of Plasma Physics Division of American
Physical Society, Los Angeles, Catifornl a, November 19t>9
Bull. fp m. Phys. Soc. 1:, lei)'( (November 1.	 [Abstract only].
Ilnrker, K. J. and Crawford, F', Ih',, "Parametric Wave Amplification
and Mixing in the Ionosphere"
*Spring UISI Sleeting;, Washington, D.C., April 1')j(
I PR	 + ( December 1 • -)
J, a 'ophys. Res. , ,	 , ­- 1 ! '74 (October 1970).
Galloway, J. J. and Crawford, F'. W., "Lagrangian Derivation of
Wave-Wave Couplini; Coefficients"
R Proc. Fourth European conference on Controlled Fusion and
Plastu.a Physics, (tome, Italy, September 1970 (CNEN, (tome, 1970),
P. 161
I PR 37^ ( May 1') (0) .
Crawford, F. W., ti NonlinearWave Interactions in the Ionosphere"
*Proc. Conference on Antennas and Translonospheric Propagation
as related to ELF/VLF Downlink Satellite Communications, Naval
Research L.a ►­oratory, Washington, D.C., June 1970 (Naval Research
Lah., Washington, U. C,, 19' ^), p. 148 (Abstract only .
Send"rinuul Reports
, fit. No. ( (1 July - 31 December 11)69)
I PR 3' 6 ( February 19"70)
6j. No. "; (1 January - 30 June 19'70)
I PR 1 00 (October 1O'(0) .
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uon t r.0 t Year V (1 July 1170 - 30 June 1 "(1) :
Dysthe, K. B., "Some Studies of Triggered Emissions"
IPR 383 (August 19.70)
J. Geophys. Ices. J , of -4,9jl (October 1971).
Hopman, III J., "Three-wave Interaction in a Beam-plasma Syst-0
IPR 402 (December 1170).
Harker, K. J., "Coupled Mode Analysis of the Oscillating; Two-Stream
Instability"
Xth International Conference in Phen rmiena in Ionized Gases,
oxfora, England, September 19'11 (Donald Parsons, oxford, 19'(1),
P. jt O
I PR 417 (March 1971) .
Bruce, It. L., Crawford, F. W., and Harker, K. J., "Nonlinear Scattering;
from  an I nhomog;eneous Plasma Column"
*Proc. Xth International Conference on Phenomena in Ionized Gases,
oxford, England, September 1971 (Donald Parsons, Oxford 1971),
1) . 326
IPR 418 (March 1971).
70. Crawford, E. W., and Sears, I). fl., "Possible Observations and
Mechanism of Very Long; Delayed Radio Echoes"
*Spring; URSI Meeting, Washington, D.C., April 1971.
71. Harker, K. J. 'Coupled Mode 'Theory for Anomalous Ionospheric
:Absorption"
*Spring; UILSI fleeting, Washington, D.C., April 1971-
721 . Harker, K. J., "A Study and Classification of :Nonlinear High Frequency
Ionospheric Instabilities by Coupled Mode 'Theory"
IPR 422 ( April 1971)
Int. J. Electron. ^b 29'1-30 1+ (March 1972).
73. Rognlien, T. D. and Self, S. A., "Interpretation of Dispersion
Relations for Bounded Systems"
IPR 423 ( May 1971)
J. Plasma Phys. 7 13-48 (February 1972).
74. Rognlien, T. D., and Self, S. A., It 	 Instability of a
Two-temperature, Collisional, Fully-ionizeO Plasma"
IPR 42> ( June 11)"71)
Phys. Rev. Letters ?l(, 792-795 (September 1971).
Semiannual Reports:
7t,. No. f (1 July to 31 December 1970)
IPR 412 (February 1971).
76. No. 9 (1 January to 30 June 1971)
IPR 428 (July 19'(1).
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(ontract ',ear VI (1 July 1971 - 30 June 1
1	 Bruce, It. L., Crawford, F. W., and Harker, K. J., "Observations of
Nonlinear Scattering; from a Plasma Column"
Proc. Third International Conference on Quiescent. Plasmas,
Elsinore, Denmark, September 1,)r1: Published is Danish Atomic
Energy Commission Riso Report No.	 (October 1l) P• 349-_	 .
I
I Pit 1 33 (Augu s t 1971) .
,.
'78. Ilrinca, A. L. 	 Sideband Grouth in Nonlinear Landau Wave-Particle
'	 Interaction"
IPR 4 32 (September	 )
J. Plasm;+ Pltyr. _, :, - .02 (June
79. Hopman, It. J., "Evidence for Explosive Three-wave Interaction"
*Proc. Xth International Conference on Phenomena in Ionized
Gases, Oxford, England, September 19'T1 (Donald Parsons,
Oxford, 1 -	 j, P. ,3, .j	 1
IPR	 ( September 1' i''1) .
Duncan, A. J., Forrest, J. It., Crawford, F. W., and Self, S. A.,
"LoN-frequency Waves ;in(] Instabilities on the Positive Column
in a Magnetic Field: IV. Comparison of Various Theories for
Helical Modes Illustrated for Helium at Low Pressures"
•	 Phys. Fluids 1 4 ly' '/ -19'j2 (September 19'71)
IPR 438 ( September 1)'ll) .
81. Duncan, A. J., and Forrest, J. It., "Lou-frequency Waves and
Instabilities on the Positive Column in a Magnetic Field:
V. :lxisymmetric Ionization Waves"
Phys. Fluids 1 ; ., 1) j^-19t)'3 (September 1)71)
IPR	 ( September 1 +'Tl) .
82. Rog;nlien, T. D., and Self, S. A., "Ion -Acoustic Instability of a
Two-temperature, Collisional, Fully-ionized Plasma"
*Proc. Third International Conference on Quiescent Plasmas,
Elsinore, Denmark, September 19"(1: Published as Danish Atomic
Ene • g;y Commission Riso Report No. 2'.0 (October 19(1),
Pp. lr)')-1 ,
IPR !i^i3 (October 1971) .
83. Rog;nlien, T. D. and Self, S. ;X., "Interpretation of Dispersion
Relations for Bounded Systems'
*Proc. Third International Conference on quiescent Plasmas,
Elsinore, Denmark, September 1 71: Published as Danish Atomic
Energy Commission Riso Report, No. 250 (October 19'71),
PP. 267-2 (',
I Pit 1 79 (October 19'(1).
t
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84. Brinca, :\. L., "chi the Stability of Obliquely Propagating Whistlers"
IPR 44'L) ( November 1971)
J Geophys. Res.	 3495-3507 (July 1972).
8`j. Bruce, It. L., Crawford, F. W., and Harker, K. J., "Nonlinear Nave
Scattering from a Cold Plasma Column`
*13th Annual Meeting of Plasma Physics Division of Americ.n
Physical Society, Madison, Wisconsin, November 1)*(l
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. h 1273 (Novembe. • 1)"(1) [ Abstract only] .
86. Crawford, F. W., and Harker, K. J., "Energy Absorption in Cold
Inhomogeneous Plasmas: The Herlofson Paradox"
*Symposium on Plasma Waives, Instabilities and Interactions,
Spcitind, Nor%%ay, April 1),";
IPR ^^ 1 (December 1)71)
J. Plasma Phys. t6 201-280 (December 19'(2).
87. Brinca, A. L. ",:histler Sideband Growth due to Nonlinear Wave-Particle
Interaction"
IPR 448 (January 1972)
J. Geophys. Res. (7,3`,08-j`112j (July 1)7<?).
, Landau and Whistler Sideband growth due to Wave-Particle$8. Bri ca, .1. L. 
Interaction'
I Pit . "( ( January 1972).
Brinca, A. L., "Modulational Instability of W7bistlers in Cold Plasmas"
IPR	 (March 19?P).
10. Crawford, F. W., "Nonlinear Nave-Wave and Nave-Particle Interactions'
*Symposium on Plasma Waves, Instabilities and Interactions,
Spatind, Norway, April 19'(2 [ Invited paper] .
91. Brinca, A. L., "The Whistler Modulational Ins ability"
IPR 4" 7• (April 19'(2)
J. Geophys. Res. 78. 181-1g0 (January 1973).
92. Kim, it., "LagraL,jan Description of Warm Plasmas"
1 PR 470 (May 19"(.) [Ph.D.  Thesis] .
semi annu.a 1 Reports:
93. No. 10 (1 July - ;1 December 1972)
IPR 456 (January 1972).
e
No. 11 (1 January - )() June 19'(2)
IPR 411 (September 19'(2).
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C'onteact fear VI I (1 July 1)72 - Y .1une ' 171) :
I10, D. R., Rognlien, T. D., Self, S. A. and Crawford, F. W.,
"Low-Frequency Flute Instabilities of a Hollow Cathode Are
Discharge: 'Theory and Experiment"
*Pith Annual Meeting of Plasma Physics Division of American
Physical Society, Monterey, California, November 1)"2
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 1"T, 1010 (November '. I ^) [ Abstract only] .
IPH No. 462 (July 117
Phvs. Fluids I. , 101+2-10`,,i (,July 19'Tj).
=)	 Rognlien, T. D., "Low-Frequency Macroscopic Instabilitie. • of a
Fully Ionized Magnetoplasma"
I PH No. 4	 ( October lg (') [Ph.D.  'Thesis] .
9". Galloway, J. J., "Lagrangian Methods in the Analysis of Nonlinear
Wave Interactions in Plasma's
In No. 488 '
.
October 1'j T2) [Ph.D. 'Thesis].
98. Brinca, X. L., .'Linear and Nonlinear Stability characteristics of
~Whistlers"
I m No. 489 ( October 19"(2) [Ph.D.  Thesis] .
9 1 i. Larsen, ,1-M., "Nonlinear Wave Interactions on a Plasma Column"
IPH No. •	 (October 1'3"(') [Ph.D. 'thesis].
IC( . Iirinca, A. I.., "Generalization of the Stability Criteria for Hot
Plasmas"
IPn No. '4)4 (November 1972).
101. Pent;, Y-K. M., "Macroscopic Lagrangian and Hamiltonian Densities for
Plasmas"
*14th Annual Meeting of Plasma Physics Division of American
Physical Society, Monterey, California, November 197c
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 1(, 179 (November 1972) [ Abstract only] .
102. Kim, ll., '
1
Lagrangian Description of Warm Plasmas I. Microscopic
Treatment (Linear Theory"
-*14th Annual Meeting of Plasma Physics Division of American
Physical Society, Monterey, California, November 1972
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 1(, 101,4, November 1972 [ Abstract only] .
103. Kim ) 11., 
It
	
Description of Warn Plasmas II. Microscopic
Treatment (Nonlinear Wave Interactions)"
`	 *14th Annual Meeting of Plasma Physics Division of American
Physical Society, Monterey, California, November 1972
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 1"(, 1064, November 1f72 [Abstract only].
26
4104. Kim, H., and Peng, Y-K. M., "Lagrangian Description of Warm Plasmas
III, hydrodynamic Approximation (Method I)"
*1'^th Annual Meeting of Plasma Physics Division of anericun
Physical Society, Monterey, California, November 1
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 1 106 1 , November , 1972 [ Abstract only] .
I
10'	 Kim, If., "Lagrangian Description of Warm Plasmas IV. Hydrodynamic
Approximation (Method II)"
*'Pith Annual Meeting; of Plasma Physics Division of American
Physical Society, Monterey, California, November 1)72
Bull, Am. Phys. Soc. 1j 1064, November ly [Abstract  on1y].
1 ,	Larsen, J. M., "Nonlinear Scattering from a Plasma Column"
*1^ith Annual Meeting of Plasma Physics Division of American
Physical Society, Monterey, California, November 1;72
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.	 , 106 1_;, November 1c72 [ Abstract only] .
107. Brinca, A. L., "approximations to the Plasma Dispersion Function"
IPR _•00 (December 1)i'L)
J. Plasma Phys. 10, ! '-'3-133 ( August 1973 \i.
106. Ilia ) D. B., to 	 Theory of a Non- IFotherm al Positive
Column in a Maenetic Field"
IPR u: (February 197?)
J. Appl. Phys. I l ly , 39,3-4001 (September 1973).
•
109. Kim, II., 'Analysis of the Backscatter Spectrum of an Ionospheric
heating Experiment"
IPR x,09 (March 1973).
110. Harker, K. J. and Crawford, F. W., "Theory for Incoherent Scatter
Based on 'Three-Wave Interaction"
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